The Department of Agriculture and Fisheries is leading the development of a whole-of-government
agribusiness and food industry development strategy. The strategy’s development is underpinned by
a comprehensive engagement process that includes an online engagement hub, 13 stakeholder
workshops held throughout Queensland, and over 20 one-on-one interviews. The purpose of
engagement is to have a conversation about how we can grow a trusted, profitable and sustainable
agribusiness and food sector.
In the spirit of transparency and true engagement we encourage an ongoing conversation until
engagement closes on 31 August. Below you’ll find workshop outputs from Mareeba held on Friday
23rd August 2019. You can comment on these materials and ideas through the online engagement
hub forum. The materials include information from each part of the workshop:










Workshop plan and methodology
“What’s the buzz?” discussion feedback
Activity # 1—Strengthening the agri-business and food sector—current state; group
discussion notes addressing:
o What is working well in the agriculture and food sector in this region? What is
thriving or being done that is working?
o What is delivering most value for you and your industry?
o What resources or assets contribute to this success?
Activity # 2—Strengthening the agri-business and food sector—future state; group
discussion notes addressing:
o What’s the worst idea that you can think of—what would it look like?
o What does a highly successful and innovate agri-business sector look like to you?
 What is the untapped potential?
 What gaps should be addressed?
 What initiatives are not working?
 What do we need to reconfigure?
Activity # 3—Strengthening the agri-business and food sector—key focus areas; referring
to Activity # 2, workshop participants identified 4–6 key focus areas of interest and, working
in small groups, took a deep dive to develop the idea by addressing:
o What is the idea? What would happen? Who will be involved? What change will
result?
o Need + context—Why is the idea needed? What’s the problem or opportunity that it
is responding to?
o Tracing it back—what insights or inspiration does this idea draw from?
o Why this idea? —What makes this idea interesting or important?
Responses to what excites people about being involved and process evaluation feedback.

Growing for Queensland – Mareeba Workshop
Running Sheet
Project

Agribusiness and Food Industry Development Strategy
(Agri-Food Strategy)

Date

23rd August 2019

Venue

DNRME Office (28 Peters St, Mareeba)

Time

9:45am – 3:00pm

Key Contacts - DAF

 Melanie Cox, Project Manager

 Venue contact: Fiona Van Wensveen

 Brenda Walhain, Senior Communications Officer

 Catering contact: Dino’s Europa Deli

 Georgina Wilkinson, Principal Policy Officer
 Adam West, Regional Director – North

Time

Item
No. Segment
1

9:45am

2

10:00am 3

Room preparations

Registrations

Welcome & introductions

 Deanne Cranitch, Project Support Officer

Key activities


Set up registration desk and table materials



Ensure technology is connected and operable



Greeting participants



Seek permissions on use of photography and digital recording
(photos/videos)



Set up poll.ev, test question – what excites you about coming
to this workshop



Regional Director to provide a welcome to workshop
participants and introduction of Project Team



Acknowledgement of country
“I would like to respectfully acknowledge the Traditional
Owners and Custodians of the land on which we meet and
Elders past, present and emerging.”

Lead
Project team

Project team

Regional Director

Resources & notes

Time

Item
No. Segment

Key activities
 Introduce Michelle

Lead

Resources & notes

Michelle Feenan is a community engagement practitioner
specialising in facilitation, design and delivery of community
engagement strategies and training. Michelle has facilitated
workshops, forums and strategic planning sessions across
Australia. Having spent most of her life living and working in
regional and rural Queensland, Michelle has a good
understanding of the diversity of our regions and what makes
communities tick!!

10:10am 4

10:30am 5

Setting the Group – Local
Round Up

Setting the scene

Overview of workshop and housekeeping

Michelle Feenan

MF to initiate an introductory activity that enables participants to meet Michelle Feenan
each other and get primed for the discussions.


What’s the buzz? - a snapshot about what is current in the
local community/region.



Mingle with each other, stand up, report back and captured on
whiteboard

Project team to provide an overview of the project and why the
consultations are happening:


Purpose



Objectives



Drivers



Engagement processes



Timeline



How will this be used



Insights / stories so far

Regional director to provide a quick overview 

What we know about the region, strategies and programs –
RDs to do

Project Team

This is getting people
connected and warmed up for
the session. Participants are
asked to share their views
about what is current in their
community/region
To provide context for the
workshops and outline what
has been researched to
contribute to the current
point.

Time

Item
No. Segment

11:00am 6

Strengthening the Agrifood sector – Current
state

Key activities

Lead

Resources & notes

Preamble:…..

Michelle Feenan

Butchers paper

Activity: (World Café Activity or Table rounds – depending on numbers)
1. What is working well in the agricultural and food sector in this
region? From your experience, what is thriving or being done
that is working?
2. What is delivering most value for you and your industry?
3. What resources, skills or assets contributed to this success?
What government programs or policies contributed?
Each Table group to feedback 3 key points and capture these on
butchers paper.

11:45am 7

12:15pm 8

Lunch Break

Strengthening the Agrifood sector – Future State

-Preamble: ….

Michelle Feenan

Activity: (Cardstorming or Zing technology) – table conversations
What’s the worst thing we can do?
What does a future highly successful and innovative agri-food sector
look like to you? (refer to the vision of a high-performing, trusted,
profitable and sustainable sector).
a. What is the untapped potential?
b. What gaps should be addressed?
c.

What initiatives are not working?

d. What initiatives can be reconfigured to work better with
or leverage other initiatives?
Large group discussion on common themes that emerge. Highlight that
these will be the focus for next segment.

Time

Item
No. Segment

Key activities

Lead

Resources & notes

1:00pm

9

-Preamble: ….

Michelle Feenan

Small groups to be selfnominating and based on
interest and experience.

Strengthening the Agrifood sector – Key Focus
Areas

Activity: (Ideas Generator and Rating System)
Considering the key themes that emerged from the last segment, invite
the group to identify some key focus areas that they would like to
develop in greater detail. Assign these focus areas to small groups.
Each small group then develops the key theme focusing on:


What does this initiative entail – describe what it is, how would
it work or unfold and what are the outcomes in detail?



What actions are needed for this initiative to proceed?



Who would play a role in it is implementation? What role?

Once each group has further developed their key focus areas, these will
need to be set up for display with the Feedback Frames.
Give groups time to review the development work for each of the key
focus areas – can be done during and after the refreshment break.
2:00pm

10

2:15pm

11

2:35pm

12

Afternoon tea break

Strengthening the Agrifood sector – Key Focus
Areas

Welcome the group back.

Michelle Feenan

Workshop Evaluation

Ask groups to contribute to the workshop evaluation form – will be on Michelle Feenan
tables while the results are collated from the Feedback Frame.

Provide instructions for the Feedback Frame session – each person has
an opportunity to review the key initiatives and provide the feedback
using the tokens and Feedback Frames

Time

Item
No. Segment

2:45pm

13

Final summations

Key activities

Lead

Provide a summary of what has emerged from the sessions with some Project Team
preliminary feedback.
Give an overview of what is happening next.
Reminder that participants can continue to provide their contributions
through the ehub.
This might have generated some thinking – you can continue to
contribute.

3:00pm

14

Close

Thanks and farewell

All

Resources & notes

Polls

Participants

Average responses

Average engagement

What's the worst thing we could
do?

Growing for Queensland

Mareeba Workshop – Friday 23 August 2019
What does a future highly successful and innovative agribusiness and food sector look like to
you? What is the untapped potential or what gaps should be addressed? What current initiatives
are not working? How can they be re-configured? What new initiatives are needed?
1.
Increase water resources
2.

Strategic thinking about where ag should happen

3.

Untapped potential is integrating with other sectors such as tourism, manufacturing, STEM

4.

We have adequate land and adequate sunshine, but not adequate water

5.

With adequate water, we could convert lower value to higher value ag

6.

7.

When water available - think through what the demand is, and where focus effort on what to
open up
Re 6 look at what needs to happen for the whole region, including capability, workforce, water,
supply chain, so if water comes on, are ready
Re 8 e.g. gulf - have water, but no idea about what available or where - industry can't invest
Untapped potential is telling the ag story, to demonstrate provenance, quality, lifestyle to markets

9.

Irrigated agriculture is untapped potential l

11. Systematically investigate opportunities for value adding and avoid commodities. Commodities
compete on price, increase the competitive advantage in the market.
12. The current water scheme can't handle the capacity of current practices
13. Arable land not under irrigation - cleared and uncleared
14. Dairy struggling with lack of grain or feed - affected by drought because of lack of grain, but no
access to drought funding as in wet area
15. Untapped potential in utilising what we already produce but goes to waste. Look at way to
preserve that food for future use, e.g. Drying products.
16. Untapped water resources - capture, storage, security and reliability
17. People growing crops without any knowledge of price or buyer - growing on crystal ball
18. B0 need to look at diversification - fallow cropping options will fill the gap
19. Proximity to Asian market
20. How to make diversification fit within a cane production system
21. Start at demand and work back at regional level - everyone bring that focus to NQ
22. Branding - large corporates going back to generic brand - can go out to tender to any supplier
23. Opportunities for diversified fallow cropping
24. Designing and creating new value chains. For e.g. Move away from Brisbane markets, Coles and
woolies dependencies and move towards a more entrepreneurial approach.
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25. Not making full use of waste resources - if we could repurpose and convert into energy/biomass
26. TSV and Cairns - have said biggest new unmet demand given what we are good at - thinking
about 3 or 4 commodities
Re 26 - look at if want to meet that demand, what are the blockages, how to unblock and get
investment in
Re 27 TSV enterprise, Advance Cairns, now have Mackay and Rocky also working together
29. In regard to the value add potential, doing it at a regional level rather than individually. Scaling up
to encourage venture capitalists, as a source of finance.
30. Re 28 - being driven at top end, needs to come from ground as well
31. Need to think about better uses of waste from ag - e.g. waste from avocados, bananas etc
32. Create local waste solutions -then can avoid transport costs etc.
33. Untapped potential is aggregating data, production figures at a regional level as a good evidence
base to make decisions on.
34. Interplay between tourism and agriculture- how do we connect the two, agritourism, how do we
increase investment further west than Kuranda
35. Developing food trail network
36. Deep conversations with producers, including at small medium level - always target big end, who
already have markets - SME struggling and can scale up but need niche markets to stay in the
game
Re 36 - feel like i have to scale up to corporate or get out - but don’t want to - there is a big gap
between SME and corporate
Re 38 how do you have a conversation with 100 SME rather than one or two big ones
37. Untapped potential is private/public partnerships to solve problems that SME’s can't solve alone.
39. Needs to be new harvesting tech that improves the waste byproduct
41. Food provenance and branding for market differentiation, developing story and culture
Re 41 - love to be able to market regional sugar
42. Whole business thinking and planning - need to think business on farm
43. Power imbalance between SME and corporates - no guarantee of price, no negotiation room, but
need to meet same standards. Cooperative may be only way to operate
44. Disconnect in planning of major infrastructure across sectors, need coordinated approach
45. 2b. Professional forecasting on alternative crops and products to help with decision making with
cagr compound annual growth rate over the next minimum 10 years.
46. Power storage and battery capability
47. Scope to improve funding streams and coordination for reef protection
48. 2a. Overseas investment into Australia, particularly for value-add food. Well placed to produce
clean, valuable food.
49. Poultry - did get Coles worth to pay premium for regional contract 10 years ago. Underpinned by
agreement for grain supply
50. Invest rde from crcna.
51. Batteries are not working in an agricultural context - need to look at option options, such as
oilseed power generation
52. Grdc starting to do dollar for dollar matching with crcna - otherwise rdc money not coming up
here
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53. Identify where ag development happening, then take coordinated case management approach to
moving through regulations
54. 2c. Lot of govt and somewhat private funding, that wants to go in the same direction, but is
inefficient because not coordinated.
55. Road access during after disasters, getting adequate transport 3 days a week - getting insulated
trucks
57. Ag technology and service industry development- build an industry and help growers
58. Transport - logistics - stopping here and there, then unloading at Bunnings end up sitting for 4
hours - no-one doing anything about these supply chain logistics to unblock 59. Carriers - e.g. taking 18 per cent of invoice
60. How do we decentralise service industry to regional areas, what are the incentives
61. Opportunity we need to unlock - market differentiation
62. Product branding and being able to track food source miles
63. 2c. Initiatives like NAIF- Northern Australia Infrastructure fund-took forever, years, between
inception and releasing funds. Could be done a lot quicker. Targeting for projects was not
effective.
64. Identifying pain points identifying inefficiencies and negotiating - need someone who can take
problem away and sort out for everyone
65. 2c. Finance for ag projects is difficult.
66. Promote industries that will keep people in regional centres
67. Reevaluating who our biggest trading partners are moving forward - i.e. Moving west to east
68. Bruce highway blockages - flooding blocking highway. Carrying system - rely on trolleys but in
spring end up in Brisbane and can’t get any stock out
69. 'Made in Australia' is the untapped potential - Asian markets want Australian-branded products
70. Closed loop system and packaging e.g. also not returning trolleys and cages - not ending up in
landfill but still not looping. No accountability.
71. Different branding for different markets - regional branding for domestic markets, MIA for
international markets
72. CRC for northern ag has helped to position regions for markets
73. Crc food waste - looking at returning loop to bring everything back
74. 2d. Reconfigure value chains, ship product to Brisbane markets and back again. Further
diversification from the farm to the consumer, look at different approaches to scale that up.
75. Poultry - can consume pulses as well as grain, can also ship down to southern areas
76. Identification of significant ag area like SDA and have framework around ag growth in those
areas to work through legislation processes
77. Sorghum, pulse, oilseed research - no historical research anywhere, no variety-based
information
78. Poultry feed - high quality feed too expensive for poultry soy is one of 5 commodities crcna to
focus on - ha available
79. Crop integration to better utilise value add infrastructure over the whole year. So it's not sitting
dormant.
80. Farming transition groups - bigger players getting out of cane into something else, critical mass
of larger growers, outward facing extension - need 4 or 5 to start to demonstrate can happen
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81. Region as a carbon sink
82. Crcna - 5 commodities out of TSV - beef, rock lobster, soy 30000ha, avocadoes and Maccas but
risky
83. Opportunities with Nullinga dam
84. Is NQ's Ag responsibility around reducing greenhouse gases/ I.e. Food vs fuel/ reliant on
legislative/regulatory environment
85. 2d. Kiwi fruit model in NZ in terms of supply and export monopoly with higher returns for the
growers than growers can achieve for themselves. Despite monopoly growers have opportunity
to export direct if they can demonstrate higher returns.
86. Dept - regional leadership around coordination and brokerage - take an issue and connects
87. Revised approach to production systems - more intensive rather than larger footprint e.g.
Greenhouses, hydroponics
88. Regional leadership
89. Regional carbon neutral - cutting through permits and regs
90. Regional branding
Re 90 quality control and integrity - start at farm level rather than empty brand
Re 91 supermarkets actively against regional branding - only value in exports
93. E.g. Japanese market for sugar - want to come and see whole production from planting to cutting
processing to export
94. Tablelands start carbon farming with agriculture
Re 94 well placed for two big markets reef redits and erf savannah burning - getting ready for
that market and achieve economic opportunities for producers - articulate the vision for where we
want to see the region and ecosystem services
96. Preparing for ecosystem service markets - two world heritage and there at the start of the
framework
97. Linking with tourism experiences
98. Premium product region - agriculture and tourism both
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